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ST. FINIAN’S GAA CLUB

www.stfinians.com
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St. Finian’s GAA Club
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such a positive impact on our community as a whole then please contact us.

a week. If you are interested in assisting with this very valuable project which will have
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How can you buy a bond?

the community etc) to buy these bonds.
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How does this work?

you purchase a bond you are giving St Finian’s GAA Club an interest free loan.
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after the project is completed. There will be a legal agreement signed by St Finian’s

A bond is a loan to St Finian’s GAA Club. This loan will be repaid to the bond holders

What is a bond?

Bond Scheme. The estimated cost of this project is €500,000.

sporting organisations have successfully taken to complete similar projects i.e. A

upfront. Therefore we intend to copy the approach that many other GAA clubs and

In order to succeed with this development it is crucial we have substantial funds

How Can You Help?

www.stfinians.com

St. Finian’s GAA Club

Building the future of

Our Club - Our Future
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namely the pitches in River Valley itself and more recently pitches in Ridgewood. As
the club has grown the pressure on these facilities has grown. In particular the need
for an all weather training facility has become apparent as teams are forced to rent
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ages from nursery to adult.

the

development
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ST. FINIAN’S GAA CLUB
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providing top class dressing room and activity room facilities.

your help in funding this project.

delivering this facility but we need

A dedicated team is working on
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all weather facility for their outdoor
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Loreto College Swords will fully

weather pitch.

in the locality on a top class all

members to train all year round

which will allow our players and
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that it can to its members and this has resulted in the development of our clubhouse

of the hockey pitch in Loreto

negotiated
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BoroimheRidgewood and Holywell.

Through this time the club has always been conscious of providing the best facilities

To release the pressure on our

on reliable ground.
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St Finian’s GAA
Clubhouse
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All Weather
Pitch

Loreto College

locations outside the catchment area over the winter months to train under lights and
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Future Development

St. Finian’s GAA Club

